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Abstract
We evaluated the GMCR II (Model of the Graphs for Conflict Resolution) as a tool for the identification of
fishing management strategies that could be possible solutions for fishing conflicts in the floodplain lakes of the
Central Amazon. The procedures of this software are based on the Graph Theory, a mathematical approach
derived from the Game Theory. In our modeling, the players were IBAMA (environmental agency in Brazil),
commercial fishers and subsistence fishers. The GMCR II demonstrated that when IBAMA adopts the strategy
of restriction of some fishing gear in floodplain lakes, the resolution of the conflict between fishers is more likely
to happen. We also conclude that the use of a mathematical approach, by the employment of the GMCR II,
would be an important tool for approaching conflict situations but that its use needs to be followed by other
methodologies, mainly participative programs.
Keywords: fishing conflict, management, small-scale fisheries, Amazon Basin, GMCR II
1. Introducation
Negotiation is a common human process whose importance is evidenced by the enormous amount of advice and
expertise that is available to assist negotiators. Mathematical models have been used to help these negotiators to
study behavior in conflicts; these include Metagame Analysis (Howard, 1971) and the Graph Model for Conflict
Resolution (Fang, Hipel, & Kilgour, 1993). The last one of these models is an expansion and reformulation of
Conflict Resolution (Fang et al., 1993) and Metagame Analysis is a comprehensive methodology for the
systematic study of strategic conflicts arising in the real world (Fang et al., 1993).
The Graph Model for Conflict Resolution is based on rigorous mathematical structures using concepts from
Graph Theory and Groups of Logical Theories as well as Mathematics of Relationship and Game Theory (as
multiple-objective users are utilized) (Kilgour, Hipel, & Fang, 1987). This model enables the systematic study of
a conflict that involves two or more decision-makers and shows their possible solutions. The results can be used,
for instance, to provide support for decision makers.
In a conflict, two or more groups are in dispute over an issue such as the allocation of scarce resources (Kilgour
et al., 1987). In the Amazon Basin, subsistence and commercial fishers have been in conflict for fish resources
for decades, mostly over floodplain lakes due to their large fish stocks (Junk, 2000). As a primary cause of this
conflict, in the last three decades, riverine people, who are subsistence fishers, are prohibiting access of external
community fishers to and/or commercial fishing activity in this environment because they intend to preserve this
important source of animal protein (Batista, Inhamuns, Freitas, & Freire-Brasil, 1998). Consequently, the closure
of such lakes has become a major cause of fishing conflicts in areas of the Amazon region (McGrath, Castro,
Futemma, Amaral, & Calabria, 1993).
Since 2002, the Brazilian environmental agency, IBAMA, has mediated several agreements between subsistence
and commercial fishers with the goal of reducing these fishing conflicts in the region. Nevertheless, for the
fishing agreements to be successful, some conditions are necessary: all of the different groups of fishers have to
agree over management strategies included on it, there must be a presence of strong social structures (Berkes,
2003) and a real perception of welfare improvement (Sobreiro et al., 2010) and these strategies have to be able to
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protect the fishing resources. Therefore, it is essential to find consensual rules governing the use of fishing
resources in the floodplain lakes that mitigate the conflicts among the fisher’s types. Therefore, this paper
focuses on the use of the Graph Model for Conflict Resolution as a strategy to manage conflicts over fishing in
the Amazonian floodplain lakes.
2. Method
The decision support system GMCR II was used to obtain possible solutions for the fishing conflicts in the
Amazon Basin. The methodology of this model mainly consisted of modeling, analysis of the stability and
identification of the equilibrium. For the modelling, we established as actors the subsistence and commercial
fishers, who exploit the fishing resources in the floodplain lakes in the Central Amazon Basin, and the Brazilian
environmental protection agency IBAMA. This last actor was chosen because it is the regulatory agency for the
implementation of fishery management in Brazil. The actors are classified as individual decision-makers who are
able to express several options, which can be designated as strategies (Table 1).
Table 1. Possible strategies of decision-makers in the face of a potential conflict situation over the fishing
resources in the Amazon Basin between commercial fisher (CF) and subsistence fisher (SF)
Decision-maker

Strategies

Abbreviation

IBAMA

- Restrict the use of fishing gears

- Restrict fishing

- Prohibit the activity of commercial fishing

- Prohibit CF

- Do anything

- Do anything

- Accept IBAMA’s decision

- Accept decision

- Increase fishing pressure in the lake

- Increase fishing

- Accept IBAMA’s decision

- Accept decision

- Prohibit commercial fishing

- Prohibit fishing

Commercial Fisher
Subsistence Fisher

IBAMA’s strategies to restrict the use of fishing gears or prohibit the activity of commercial fishing were
obtained through research using secondary data (fishing agreements that were made in Amazonas state between
2002 and 2006). The strategy of no action was included in the modelling process, as this is a common situation
in the Amazon due to the large territorial area and the clear absence of the government authorities. The strategies
chosen by the commercial and subsistence fishers were adopted vis-à-vis the potential reactions of these actors to
the strategies adopted by IBAMA. Therefore, we assume that these two actors were able to decide “whether or
not to accept the strategies adopted by IBAMA”.
After selecting the actors and their strategies, we founded the potential situation as a group of strategy
combinations selected by all decision makers. However, not all of the combinations were viable; consequently,
some combinations were excluded from the model. The criteria employed to take the decision of exclude
strategies were: conflicting strategies cannot be chosen at the same time and/or that the decision-makers
wouldn´t be able to choose two strategies at same time. The next step of this model was identifying the
decision-maker’s preferences towards scenarios of the conflict, that is, the payoff functions. These were inferred
as follows.
For IBAMA, we have some hypotheses for ranking the scenarios:
(i) First, this agency is more interested in resolving the fishing conflict in the floodplain lake than it is in the
ecological management of the resource. We can call this a social management option. Consequently, IBAMA has
a preference for the choice of “restricting fishing gears”, and both commercial fishers and subsistence fishers
were willing accept such a strategy;
(ii) Second, IBAMA is interested in the protection of the lake’s fishery resources. We can call this ecological
management. To ensure the protection of fishery resources, the strategy “prohibit the commercial fishing” is
IBAMA’s strategy preference in the floodplain lake, but it is unacceptable for commercial fishers.
(iii) Third, “do anything” is an antithesis to IBAMA’s main goal.
For the subsistence of fishers, IBAMA’s involvement in fishing management is essential because it brings legal
support for the effort to preserve the resources of the lake, which is the main supplier of animal protein in the
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area. Consequently, the best scenario for the subsistence fishers is the one in which the manager decides to
prohibit commercial fishing in the floodplain lake. In case IBAMA fails to take any action towards fishing in the
floodplain lake, the riverine people will unilaterally decide to prohibit the access of commercial fishers to the
lake to prevent the escalation of fishing pressure at the lake.
For the commercial fishers, the best scenario is for IBAMA to enforce no actions in connection with fishing in
the floodplain lakes because they believe that IBAMA deliberates on behalf of the subsistence fishers by
prohibiting for the most part the practice of commercial fishing in these places. However, if the agency decides
to establish the use of regulations, the only acceptable strategy for these commercial fishers will be the
restriction of some fishing gears.
The GMCR II can calculate the stability of every state, from each decision-maker’s viewpoint, for a rich range of
human-conflict decision patterns. A state is stable for a decision maker if and only if that decision maker has no
incentive to deviate unilaterally under a particular behavioral model; this is usually referred to as a stability
definition or solution concept (Kilgour, Hipel, & Fang, 1987) (Table 2). A variety of solution concepts must be
defined to model various patterns of conflict behavior and thereby reflect diverse strategic decision styles from
cautious and conservative to prognosticative and manipulative (Fang, Hipel, Kilgour & Peng. 2003).
Finally, we developed an analysis of equilibrium assuming that a state is an equilibrium or possible resolution
under a particular stability definition if all decision makers find stability under that stability definition. To
evaluate the robustness of the equilibrium of this possible resolution, a sensibility analysis was performed. In
other words, some preferences of individual decision makers were randomly changed. After these changes, the
model was run again, and the scenarios that remained in balance were considered to be more robust.
Table 2. Behavior models used in the GMCR II to determine the stability of each state for every decision-maker
Solution Concepts

Explanation

Nash Stability

Focal decision-maker cannot move unilaterally to a more preferred state
(Nash, 1951; von Neumann & Morgenstern, 1953).

General Metarationality

All of the focal decision-maker's unilateral improvements are sanctioned
by subsequent unilateral moves by the other decision maker (Howard,
1971).

Symmetric Metarationality

All of the focal decision-maker’s unilateral improvements are sanctioned
even after responses by the focal decision-maker (Howard, 1971).

Sequential Stability

All of the focal decision-maker’s unilateral improvements are sanctioned
by subsequent unilateral improvements by the other decision-maker
(Fraser & Hipel, 1979; Howard, 1971).

Limited-mode Stability

All of the focal decision-makers are assumed to act optimally within a
specified number of state transitions (Kilgour et al., 1987; Zagare, 1994).

Non-myopic Stability

Limiting case of limited-move stability as the maximum number of
scenarios transitions increases to infinity (Kilgour et al., 1987; Brams
1994).

3. Results
3.1 States
A total of 128 scenarios were found that reflect all possible combinations based on these decisions. However,
after using criteria to determine the unviable scenarios, which are that strategies cannot be chosen at the same
time or that actors wouldn´t be able to choose two strategies at same time, and determining that at least one
strategy could be chosen in each situation, we ended up with only 12 scenarios, which were called viable
scenarios (Table 3). The first column on Table 3 shows the strategies used for this simulation, and the remaining
columns show the viable scenarios. These scenarios are represented by the letters “Y” and “N”, indicating the
qualification and disqualification of a given strategy, respectively. For instance, in the first viable scenario
(second column), the letters are distributed as follows: YNNYNYN, which means, in this case, that if IBAMA
chooses to restrict the use of fishing gears in the lake, subsistence and commercial fishers will agree with its
decision.
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After the identification of viable scenarios for a conflict, the occurrence of unilateral movements/actions from
each decision maker among the scenarios is possible; these movements are called transition scenarios (Table 4).
All of the movements of the actors and managers can be considered reversible, and the results show that both
commercial fishers and subsistence fishers do not have many shift options. We can see that both types of fishers
can make just one unilateral movement (Table 4).
Analysis of IBAMA’s payoff function
First hypothesis - P1(q)
When the data are analyzed based on the first of the hypotheses regarding IBAMA, it is possible to observe four
scenarios that have the largest preference payoffs (scenarios 1, 2, 3 and 4). These scenarios are characterized by
the choice of the strategy to restrict the use of fishing gears (Table 4). Within these scenarios, the favorite for the
manager is scenario 1, as both types of fishers agree with this strategy. Additionally, the opposite scenarios,
which are scenarios 8 and 12, are shown to be the least favorite in this section (Table 4). These scenarios depict
conflict between fishers because of the strategies chosen in these cases (prohibit the activity of commercial
fishing and do anything, respectively).
Table 3. Viable States for the fishing conflict in the Amazon floodplain lake (Y-Chosen strategy; N-contrary)
Viable States
Strategies

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Restrict the use of fishing gears

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Prohibit the activity of commercial
fishing

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

Do anything

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Accept IBAMA’s decision

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Increase fishing pressure in the lake

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

Accept IBAMA’s decision

Y

Y

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

Prohibit commercial fisheries

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Table 4. Transition States to every decision-makers on the fishing conflict. Where S1(q)-transition states to the
IBAMA; S2 (q)-transition states to the commercial fishing; S3(q)-transition states to the subsistence fishing;
P1(q)-IBAMA´s preference for every scenario, on the first hypothesis; P1(q)’-IBAMA’s preference for every
scenario, on the second hypothesis; P2(q)-preference to the commercial fishing for every scenario; P3(q)preference to the subsistence fishing for every scenario
Scenarios (q)

Viable States
IBAMA

CF

SF

S1(q)

S2(q)

S3(q)

P1(q)

P1(q)’

P2(q)

P3(q)

1

(YNN) x (YN) x (YN)

5,9

2

3

12

8

9

10

2

(YNN) x (NY) x (YN)

6,10

1

4

10

4

10

6

3

(YNN) x (YN) x (NY)

7,11

4

1

11

7

5

9

4

(YNN) x (NY) x (NY)

8,12

3

2

9

3

6

5

5

(NYN) x (YN) x (YN)

1,9

6

7

7

12

1

12

6

(NYN) x (NY) x (YN)

2,10

5

8

3

10

3

8

7

(NYN) x (YN) x (NY)

3,11

8

5

5

11

2

11

8

(NYN) x (NY) x (NY)

4,12

7

6

1

9

4

7

9

(NNY) x (YN) x (YN)

1,5

10

11

8

6

11

3

10

(NNY) x (NY) x (YN)

2,6

9

12

4

2

12

1

11

(NNY) x (YN) x (NY)

3,7

12

9

6

5

7

4

12

(NNY) x (NY) x (NY)

4,8

11

10

2

1

8

2
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Second hypothesis- P1(q)’
In this hypothesis, the scenarios with the largest payoffs are scenarios 5, 6, 7 and 8. They are characterized by the
choice of the strategy prohibiting commercial fishing (Table 4). In this hypothesis, IBAMA wants to resolve
conflict between subsistence and commercial fishers; therefore, its favorite scenario is 5 because commercial and
subsistence fishers agree with this strategy. The opposite scenarios are 12 and 10; in these scenarios, IBAMA
chooses to act (Table 4).
Payoff Function of the commercial fishers-P2(q)
The scenarios most preferred by the commercial fisher are scenarios 1, 2, 9, and 10, in which the subsistence
fisher accept the decision made by IBAMA. In scenarios 1 and 2, IBAMA picks the strategy of restricting the use
of fishing gears, the single strategy that IBAMA can choose with which the commercial fisher will agree.
Scenarios 9 and 10 are the most preferred by the commercial fishers because the agency manager decides not to
take any action in connection with the fishing activity in the floodplain (Table 4).
Payoff Function of the subsistence fisher-P3(q)
Scenarios 1, 3, 5 and 7 are those with the largest payoffs for the subsistence fisher and are characterized by
IBAMA accepting the fisher’s strategies. Therefore, subsistence fisher have two scenarios that could be assumed
to resolve conflict (scenarios 1 and 5) because the strategies in which IBAMA chooses to restrict use of fishing
gears and prohibit commercial fishing are satisfactory for these actors. Among all of these scenarios, the greatest
payoff comes when IBAMA adopts the strategy prohibit commercial fishing (scenarios 5 and 7). The least
preferred scenarios are those in which the restrict fishing gears option was selected (scenarios 1 and 3) (Table 4).
3.2 Stability Analysis
For each decision maker, the stable scenarios based on IBAMA’s previously described preferences were obtained.
For the commercial fisher, the stable scenarios were, in increasing order, q = 10, 9, 2, 1, 12, 11, 4, 3, 6, 5 and 8.
Among these scenarios, the favorite of commercial fisher is the one in which IBAMA takes no action regarding
fishing activity at the floodplain lake (scenario 10). This result can indicate that this decision maker is not
interested in modifying the conflict situation. Scenarios 1 and 5 could represent solutions for the fishing conflict
because both groups of fishers accept IBAMA’s strategy in these states. However, they are weaker scenarios
because they are not stable in all stability criteria. Nonetheless, it is observed that when the manager has a
preference for the resolution of the conflict among the users of the lake (Hypothesis 1), scenario 1 is stable under
most of the stability criteria.
The stable scenarios of the subsistence fishers are q = 5, 7, 1, 3, 6, 8, 2, 4, 11, 9 and 12; these states were
disposed in increasing order, with preference for scenarios 5 and 1. These states could represent solutions for the
fishing conflict in the floodplain lake because the subsistence and commercial fishers accept IBAMA’s strategy.
In IBAMA’s case, under the first hypothesis, we have as stable scenarios, in increasing order, q = 1, 3, 2 and 4.
This result shows that the choice of the strategy restrict the use of fishing gears is the most important for the
mediator. When the payoff under these stable scenarios is analyzed, we observe that the manager prefers the
situation in which both fishers accept its decision while applying restrictions against some fishing gears. For the
second hypothesis, IBAMA has as stable scenarios q = 5, 6 and 8, where the strategy “prohibit commercial
fishing” in the floodplain lake is dominant. The mediator’s preference is to obtain a consensual agreement
between resource users (q = 5).
3.3 Equilibrium Analysis
The results of the equilibrium analysis were divided into two processes due to differences in IBAMA’s
preferences, previously described as hypotheses 1 and 2. Regarding the first hypothesis, the scenarios q = 1, 2, 3
and 4 are stable for all actors. Therefore, it is likely that the selection of the strategy that restricts the use of some
fishing gears holds a sole consensual solution for the conflict. To obtain the agreement of both kinds of fishers
for this strategy, the first hypothesis regarding IBAMA’s goals, IBAMA will face obstacles in convincing the
commercial fishers to accept this strategy for fishing management. When the second hypothesis is considered,
scenarios q =5, 6 and 8 are in equilibrium. In this case, scenario q = 6 demonstrates more stability under all
criteria, and as in hypothesis 1, IBAMA will face obstacles in convincing the commercial fisher to accept the
prohibition of commercial fishing in the lake. The sensibility analysis, which evaluates the robustness of the
equilibrium through stochastic oscillations in the decision maker’s preferences, has demonstrated that the results
are consistent because they do no change between scenarios after the payoff functions are changed.
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4. Discussion
Factors such as the large territorial area contribute to the failure of the centralized management of natural
resources developed by the Brazilian government during the last three decades. This absence of the government
is critical in the Amazonian region and encourages the appearance of non-governmental initiatives developed by
inhabitants of riverine villages through a process called “lake fishing agreement”, in an attempt to avoid the total
depletion of fishing resources (Souza & Freitas, 2010). In our view, this is non-official management that attempts
to change a situation from open access to the resource to a situation of restraining access through the building of
collective control mechanisms. However, the absence of a legal baseline was an incentive to the occurrence of
conflicts between riverine people and commercial fishers (Hartmann, 1989).
In the 1990s, IBAMA began to discuss the fishing agreements, aiming to assure a legal apparatus for the local
initiatives related to fishing control and the conservation of floodplain fishing resources (Isaac, Ruffino, &
McGrath, 1998). Essentially, the fishing agreements are a co-management procedure. In addition to a
decentralization effort, this federal agency authorized the local offices to formulate fishing regulations in
agreement with the federal legislation. In 2004, a Regulation Instruction was published defining the necessary
requirements and procedures for the implementation of a fishing agreement as a strategy to prevent
environmental and social damages in a more specific way.
Nevertheless, fishing agreements cannot be considered an integrated and absolute strategy of fishing
management for the Amazon basin. In some cases, this strategy fails even as an action to avoid fishing conflicts.
In fact, fishing conflicts continue to be observed in some areas, even after their implementation because the
social sustainability of the agreements fundamentally depend on the riverine organizations’ ability to work with
internal and external pressures (Castro & McGrath, 2000).
The concept of “Tyranny of Small Decisions”, primarily used in economics (Kahn, 1966) and later adapted to the
environmental context (Odum, 1982), states that an individual cannot deliberately plan the destruction of a
system that has been collectively resolved but that the cumulative effect of many small individual actions can
definitively change it. When this concept is used to evaluate the conflicts over fishery resources in Amazonian
lakes, we conclude that agreements among the resource users cannot reach their objectives when an individual
defrauds the established regulations because his action against a particular agreement makes way for others to do
the same.
Therefore, the analysis of fishing management strategies should be made including local and regional aspects to
better understand the process of the establishment of these strategies and economic performance. Without this
understanding, the established strategies for the natural resources management in the floodplain lake will not be
able to achieve success because they will not inhibit bad faith behavior in connection with fishing agreements.
According to Nandalal and Simonovic (2003), the management of aquatic resources would be a combination of
sharing the resources and solving conflicts among actors. An actor, within this context, could be an individual, an
organization or an institution that plays an important role in the result of a decision. Within this context, the
feasibility of approaches that find a consensual solution could be an important way of promoting the
sustainability of the fishery resources in Amazonian floodplains.
Subsistence fishers have traditionally performed fishing in the floodplain lakes. The diversity of species caught
by subsistence fishers has been registered by several authors (Batista, Freitas, Silva, & Freire-Brasil, 2000;
Freitas & Rivas, 2002; Souza & Freitas, 2010) and can be justified for the stochasticity inherent in the catch
process, as the market presence determining the species is quite weak. The predominance of the subsistence
fishing in the floodplain lakes, mainly in the low water season, is probably related to the high concentration of
fish in this period of the year due to the retraction in the aquatic environment, which is influenced by flood pulse
(Junk, 1989). However, during the high water season, the Amazonian commercial fishers also explore this
environment. This “invasion” increases the possibility of conflict between commercial and subsistence fishers.
The analysis of stability showed that subsistence fisher are still interested in peacefully resolving the conflict
because they are open to scenarios in which both subsistence fishers and commercial fishers accept the manager
decision, independent of the management strategy that has been chosen by IBAMA. When that happens, the
possibility of a continuing conflict in this floodplain lake is reduced. Therefore, the subsistence fishers regard
IBAMA’s participation to be particularly important in the negotiation of the fishing conflict. For the subsistence
fisher, the absence of management is the worst scenario. However, the commercial fishers are least interested in
official management, probably due to their ability to explore other lakes after the depletion of the resource in a
particular lake. The differences in the behavior of the two types of fisher are probably the result of the
territoriality instinct inherent to the subsistence fisher, which is absent in the commercial fishers who live in
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urban centers.
We have looked at other possible scenarios of conflict solutions, and they have shown that, although the
possibility of resolution exists in social and ecological management, it is very likely that the government agency
will face troubles concerning commercial fishers if the decision made is to prohibit commercial fishing. However,
the possibility of convincing these fishers to accept management increases when the option that restricts the use
of some fishing gears in the floodplain lakes is adopted as a possible resolution for the fishing conflicts.
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